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“INIATIATION” Story and artwork by Supervolcano



TankTrouble. “Chalk up some kills; improve your skills.” It’s all fun and games. Just a simulation. But it happened to be a simulation our very lives were founded upon. We were all left in the dark.



“Don’t think I can’t hear you behind that wall!” The wall was immediately blown up, debris slowly clearing up. Then, behind that wall was revealed to be—” “Rainbow_unicorn59! I like your name.” The tank was then immediately blown up as well, because that’s how one wins the game. When the debris finally cleared up again, there was a literal rainbow unicorn standing in its place. “Ohmygah! Okay, Max. Relax. It’s just a piñata. As weird and impossible as it is, it’s just a piñata.” The piñata stood very still. Max could have sworn it was staring at him. “So, rainbow_unicorn59, I am Max Boom, king of all explosions! I bring the boom to the max!” The piñata was clearly unimpressed. So, Max did what he does best and blew it up. “GAAAHHHBLLRTT!!” Max had received a high-voltage shock. “WHAT? What did I do?! I didn’t die! I’m not the one who died!” For the first time ever, the simulating room lights came on. But it was still very dark. Max looked around in confusion. Then he saw the smiling piñata again. “WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?” “Max Boom, you have been chosen.” “What did you just say?” POOF! ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ There was darkness. He couldn’t speak, as he had a mask or something over his mouth. Lights flashed on, painfully bright. There were five of them, and then a sixth. Then, their masks came off. “Congratulations. You five have been chosen. Take a look at the mirror on the wall. This is what you look like. And for four of you, it will be the first and only time you will ever see your own face.”, the sixth person said. “No, what’s going on?”, one of them asked. “You will all fight to the death. It will be just like any other match, only this one is final. Since this will be the last day for most of you, we require proper names for your tombstones. You, what’s your name?” “Deadkiller22.” “Choose a real name or I’ll pick one for you.” “Dhirti.” “Not one I’ve ever heard before, but it checks out. You, name.”



“Max Boom.” Max was immediately knocked out with a cannonball the size of a tennis ball shot into his face. “I didn’t ask for a last name, or for one based on a stupid slogan. You, name. Make it a good one.” “V-Victoria.” “V-Victoria it is. You, name.” “I don’t want to play this game.” “I expected as much from you. You’re Andre now. Go ahead. Show everyone what you’re made of. You want to stand up to me? Here’s my mini-cannon. Do what you want with it. That is, if you think shooting me will do any good.” Andre took the mini-cannon. But he didn’t know what to do with it. “Shoot, you fool! Stop wasting time!”, Victoria demanded. “You, name.” “Nikita. The guy who’s gonna kill you.” “Andre, shoot this man for me, will you? No?” He then took his mini-cannon back from Andre and shot Nikita in the face with it. “Now, you all have something to remember each other by, for those of you who have been conscious long enough to pay attention. Time to wrap this up.” With that, he gassed the rest of them to sleep. ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ When the five of them woke up, they saw themselves in the same simulators they’ve always been in. But the room was a bit brighter. The maze on their screens seemed more realistic. The sounds seemed more realistic. But there was one more difference. Each tank had a mirror in it. They each had a second chance to see their true appearances after all. Suddenly, it wasn’t just another match. It all mattered. They could see their own faces for the entirety of the match. What future could they possibly have if they died? What future could they miss out on if they didn’t kill their opponents? “I need not remind you all what is at stake here. But if any of you refuse to fight, Laika will come after the survivors. Let us begin!” Nikita was eager to get his hands on a shotgun, so he could get up close and end them all quickly. He snatched one up and closed in on Dhirti. Dhirti started shooting at Nikita with deadly accuracy, but Nikita was too good at dodging. “I don’t care how good a shot you are; you’re already dead in my mind.” Finally, Dhirti got her hands on a laser. “I bet you can’t dodge faster than light.” Their showdown was interrupted when a stray bullet from Victoria blew up Nikita.



I don’t know where that came from, but I sure can find out. Dhirti scanned behind walls with her laser guide, looking for her target. Meanwhile, Max found Andre sitting at the end of a corridor. “You remind me of those noobs who shoot all of their bullets in an arbitrary direction, hoping to hit anyone but themselves.”, Max said. “You remind me of…. Well, all I can remember is you getting shot in the face with a cannonball, to be honest.” Max aimed his turret at Andre, when Andre moved to the side, revealing a booby trap. “Wait, no. Why?!”, Max asked. “I bet you 300 Dimitrium this is just another stupid simulation we’d all rather get over with.” “No! You’re crazy! What do you want me to do, pay you in heaven?” “Have it your way.”, Andre said. Dual explosions suddenly rocked and echoed throughout the maze. Victoria was hastily looking for a laser to match Dhirti’s, even though she normally prefers a Gatling gun. She found one, but Dhirti was camping the weapon the whole time. Dhirti shot Victoria with her laser. She knew she was the last one alive, and looked away from the wreckage for a moment, finally noticing the mirror in her tank. And she realized that inside the tank she blew up was another human being. And yet, it didn’t matter. Laika showed up, taking out Dhirti. ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ “YEEEARRRGHH!!” The same familiar electric shock. Yet, fittingly amplified. The five of them were seated in front of a screen and that same man who shot Max and Andre in the face. “I’m sure you all want answers. You will only be given that which you need to know. I’m sure you have some idea how you all fight now. And what it’s like to have your life on the line. You will all be fighting side by side now.” “Why did you pit us against each other?”, Dhirti asked. The chair suddenly threw her off. “I… am your Team Leader. There is a dangerous enemy coming. You have a little over a month to prepare. Or… you can walk right out the door to your left and forget this place. You have twenty seconds to make a decision.” Victoria was the first to rush out, when someone kicked her out and closed the door behind her. Then, she started chocking. “Oh. I forgot to mention the air out there is toxic. You will be equipped with standard hazmat gear and battle tanks with a limited oxygen supply. Your first mission starts in fifteen minutes.”



∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ “Are you okay, Victoria?”, Dhirti asked. “Yeah, let’s just destroy these invaders before we run out of air.” The five of them approached the location they were told to defend cautiously. There were hills and some walls tanks could hide behind, but no trees. No grass. No wildlife. “I’ll use my laser to scan for enemies behind walls. If I find one—” “I blow up the wall?”, Max asked Dhirti. “Sure.”, Dhirti said. “Scanning. Brick, brick, mortar, brick… armor plating. My laser detects armor plating behind this wall.” Max immediately blew up the wall and there were five tanks waiting behind it. Victoria quickly sprayed them all with her Gatling gun, and they were all destroyed. Dhirti saw that the wreckage wasn’t fading away, and remembered seeing her reflection after “killing” Victoria. “Oh, no! What have we done?”, she asked. “Maybe they’ll respawn?”, Max asked. “I don’t care; let’s just leave.”, Andre said. Dhirti popped the top off her tank and rushed out in her hazmat suit. “Ey, where are you going?”, Max asked. “Do you really want to see a bunch of blood and body parts?” There was silence, as Dhirti made her way to the wreckage. “There’s nothing.”, she said over radio. “Nothing but scrap metal. It was just another elaborate game.”
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